
REMEMBER TOGETHER

What attracted you to join Mitie
Military?
Having left the Military at the start of the
pandemic and joining Mitie, I was at a little bit
of a lost due to not knowing how the FM
world ran and not knowing anybody. When I
was told about the Mitie Military network it
automatically gave me a sense of belonging.
Having a network that you can reach out to
anyone to talk to if you are struggling, not
understanding how civilians operate or just
wanting to share stories is something very
special. 

Your role in the network?
I am currently the co-chair.

What has the network achieved and
what are you most proud of?
The network has achieved great things over
the past 2 years which I have been lucky to be
part of. We have had the largest network
audience for Remember Together, we
sponsor the Army Rugby union, we have
raised money for charities, we work alongside
the foundation for Poppy Appeal. The biggest
thing I am proud of is completing the Cataran
Yomp in Scotland, 54 miles in 24hours, raising
money for ABF soldiers charity, we raised
over £4000k.
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What are some of the key issues do
you think veteran’s and reservists are
facing today?
I think the main areas is understanding how
civilians work and adjusting our lifestyle to fit
in with theirs. I think the reservists are
challenged due to the companies not
understanding the HR aspect and what they
are entitled too, therefore I don’t feel we have
as many reservists as we should.

What do you think Mitie’s role is in
supporting Mitie Military
Mitie are a Gold Army Covenant and to get
that they have already shown great support to
the veterans and reservists working in Mitie. I
believe Mitie need to carry on supporting
CTP, charity events and reservists, but to also
give more funding so we can explore other
areas to support those who may need it most. 


